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some of the funding to pay for the certification / helping the employee obtain their undergraduate 
degree. 

What makes this program more unique is that Indiana Wesleyan University (IWU) has allowed the 
district to create internal courses aligned to new-teacher training (classroom mgmt., class culture 
etc.) and converted those training hours into course credits toward their degree.  

2. High sc
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• The alignment of EPP production and district needs is critical, including the importance of 
partnerships where the educator prep program is training new teachers in the areas and skills that 
the district needs to staff.  

• The efficacy of the coteaching model positively impacts student achievement.  
• Successful implementation aimed to make the mentor teacher a prestigious role, including 

extending their reach to support other teachers with funding. 

What should LEAs take into consideration when entering this work? 

• The sustainability of funding after the end of state grant funding.  
• Be realistic and intentional, taking into consideration what can truly be sustained year after year. 
• Consider mentor selection and quality and ensure intentional planning for the mentor role so that 
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• Panelists spoke of the need to address short term and long-term challenges at once. They need 
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strategic staffing can be used to provide a compelling ‘why’ for people to start strategic staffing 
efforts. It was also suggested to provide guidance for districts on the use of DOI to make models 
possible.  

•  Barriers noted included funding to move forward beyond TCLAS and other unsustainable grants and to 
make sure that future funding plans are truly sustainable. 

• Viable solutions included the development of playbooks of best practices and case studies for 
everyone to reference. 

Share-out from Group 2: 

• Suggested Enablers included: the belief that the organizations’ people can be “the coalition of the 
willing” to support progress; larger districts could support and share information; ESCs could support 
districts with grants and technical assistance; and the overall alignment to strategy could be the 
biggest enabler.  

• Suggested Barriers included: the bandwidth of districts to support this work and lack of funding to 
support technical assistance to plan and implement strategic staffing. Districts also must ensure the 
enabling structures are in place locally to get the work done, including that strategic staffing is part of 
the overall strategic plan. 

• Viable solutions included provision of financial assistance for the technical assistance providers and 
support for partnership opportunities between EPPs and rural districts. 
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